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2011 has been a year of transition 
for the oslo center in different 
ways.

in accordance with our strategy, 
we have given priority to the 

programme of democracy support. We strengthened 
our staff by recruiting a highly competent and 
experienced special advisor with key expertise on 
democratic reform processes in general and in east 
Africa in particular. in the years to come, our main 
focus will be on this area. 

in cooperation with international partners, we are 
engaged in dialogue-oriented projects with the 
political authorities in several countries in order to 
contribute to stabilizing and developing democratic 
political systems. respect for human rights is an 
integral part of this work, whilst in kenya we will 
also develop work focusing on the rights of the child. 
dialogue is our main tool contributing to responsible 
leadership. 
 
the oslo center has been engaged with developments 
in burma since our foundation. in 2011 we paid a 
visit to the country and met Aung san suu kyi and 
other representatives of the democratic opposition. 
the oslo center has advocated, and will continue to 
advocate, for the democratization process in burma. 
over the year the government has undertaken 
several positive initiatives and we will encourage 

the leaders of the country to continue on the path 
towards democracy. 

in early 2011 we won a tender from the norwegian 
ministry of foreign Affairs to run a project on religion 
and development. the main aim of this project is to 
develop and increase knowledge of the relationship 
between religion and development. We are doing this 
through public debates and publications.

the oslo center will continue its partnership in a 
project where the long term goal is the safe use, by 
religious adherents, of their holy places worldwide.  
We will also continue our partnership in a project on 
freedom of religion in central Asia.

in 2011 we moved to new and inspiring offices in the 
center of oslo. We have succeeded in obtaining some 
new sponsors, to replace previous ones.  in addition, 
the norwegian ministry of foreign Affairs is playing 
a more important role in funding our projects on 
democracy support. 

With our eight staff members, and four interns, we 
will prioritize our efforts in some key projects within 
democracy support and strengthening human rights. 

mr. Kjell magne Bondevik
president

A YeAr Of TrAnsiTiOn 
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the oslo center has contributed 
with knowledge and experience to 
challenging processes in countries 
with weak democracies. the oslo 
center staff bring experience 
from politics, academia and from 

working on the ground under difficult circumstances in 
fragile states. thus, the oslo center is well positioned 
to give key advice in democratization processes.

 A coalition-based government in a country with weak 
democratic traditions and institutions may benefit 
from receiving concrete advice on how to deal with 
practical challenges. some of the oslo center’s 
partner countries have limited experience of multi-
party systems and parliamentary democracy. in such 
cases the oslo center can make a difference.

it is my impression that the oslo center has further 
developed its niche during 2011, and contributed to 
better leadership and democratic processes in some 
fragile states and weak democracies.

the oslo center has also carried out important 
activities in other areas. i recall particulary the oslo 
center seminar in may, with two former presidents of 
south Africa giving keynote speeches. this event was 
a success and an inspiration for everyone interested in 
conflict resolution and reconciliation. 

ms. tove strand 
Chairman of the Board

fOCus On 
DemOCrACY suppOrT 
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the oslo center will contribute to conflict prevention 
and responsible leadership in fragile states and 
weak democracies.

We will do this by:
•	 providing	experience-based	advice	to	parties,		
 political leaders and government bodies 
  on power-sharing, coalition-building and   
 enhancement of a culture of co-operation,   
 based on democratic principles;
•	 providing	documentation,	raising	of	awareness,		
 and competence building on human rights to  
 political leaders
•	 providing	competence	building	on	dialogue	as	a 
  political tool;
•	 creating	meeting	places	and	facilitating 
  dialogues.

Our niche: power-sharing, coalition-building and 
co-operation in practice

the oslo center will work in areas where it can make 
a difference: that is, in areas where we can make 
use of our comparative advantages and where there 
are few other players. strong political experience 
and a unique international network are among our 
advantages. combined with strong professional 
expertise, diplomatic experience and financial 
resources, this gives us a unique opportunity to fill 
a niche in international conflict prevention efforts 
and enhancement of responsible leadership: 
providing advice and enhancing competence on 
power-sharing, coalition-building and political co-
operation in fragile states and weak democracies. 
in the new strategy, this has been identified as the 
oslo center’s main activity and paramount concept. 

Two pillars: dialogue and human rights

dialogue and human rights are the two pillars 
undergirding the oslo center’s advice to, and 
co-operation with, political actors. everything 
we do should be founded on universal human 
rights and the conviction that dialogue is a 
fundamental prerequisite for democracy and 
peaceful coexistence. competence enhancement 
on dialogue as a political tool and advice on human 
rights work (which in itself requires a dialogue 
approach) are therefore integrated parts of the 
oslo center’s co-operation with political actors. 
Another key task for the oslo center is to help 
establish venues and meeting places for dialogue 
between important community actors: for instance, 
between civil society and the authorities; between 
political parties; between government partners; 
and between a government and its opposition. 

in the next years, the Oslo Center is to contribute 
to: 
•	 meeting	places	and	venues	for	launching		 	
 dialogue between political actors; 
•	 a	better	understanding	between	political		 	
 actors internally in the government apparatus,  
 and between the government, political parties  
 and the parliament; 
•	 binding	and	functioning	consultations	between		
 the authorities and civil society;
•	 increased	awareness	and	knowledge	of	human		
 rights, international mechanisms and   
 obligations among political actors.

The OslO CenTer’s 
mAin ObjeCTives 
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kenya adopted a new constitution in August 2010. 
the grand coalition and the political institutions, 
together with all other stakeholders, embarked on 
the implementation of the new constitution. this 
included the revision and development of a number of 
new laws in 2011, including the new election Act and 
the new political party Act, both of great importance 
as the country prepares for new elections. 

the oslo center has been supporting political 
institutions and political processes in kenya, with 
a specific focus on the new legislative framework. in 
partnership with national democratic institute (ndi),  
the center has been working with the political parties in 
analyzing, through comparative experiences, provisions 
in the new laws on mechanisms and procedures for 
institutional co-operation, including parties, parliament 
and the executive. in october, representatives from 
the seven major political parties visited norway on 
a study mission, to see the norwegian experience 
first-hand. 

the oslo center, in partnership with international ideA, 
has also assisted the institutions of the independent 
electoral and boundaries commission (iebc) and the 
office of the registrar of political parties (rpp) in 
their preparation for the implementation of the laws, 
and in their support for political parties to comply 
with the requirements in the new constitution, the 
election law and the political party Act.  

in partnership with a number of implementing 
partners, the oslo center will continue to support 
the political institutions and processes in kenya, 
including the political parties and the iebc and rpp 
in particular, on intra-institutional as well as inter-
institutional mechanisms for political consultation 
and co-operation.

KenYA

 
DemOCrACY suppOrT

political competition is at the center stage in many 
political and electoral systems the election being 
seen as a major event. often international democracy 
assistance has focused on “free and fair elections”. 
As much as political institutions work in the middle 
of competition for power and influence it is equally 
importance to appreciate and acknowledge that a 
thriving democracy also need political cooperation 
whether it is for stability reasons (trust), for agreeing 
on the issues of national importance or the reform 
agenda.

the oslo center is a key partner with international ideA 
in a concept development focusing on political party 
dialogue mechanisms. the first draft of a guide was 

identified in 2011 looking at international experiences 
as well as the concept itself. the purpose of the 
guide is to explore the party dimension in dialogue 
facilitation and in particular focus on political party 
dialogue mechanisms and their various designs, 
capture practical and political dilemmas faced during 
political party dialogue and offer a succinct set of 
key considerations useful for practitioners on the 
ground. the publication is expected to be completed 
and presented in second half of 2012.

COnCepT DevelOpmenT
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mongolia has a coalition government including the 
two major political parties mprp and dp. in 2011 
there were renewed discussions of the mechanisms 
of coalitions and political collaboration, as a part of a 
wider discussion on possible reform of the political, 
institutional and legal framework and in particular 
the political party legislation.

the oslo center, in close collaboration with international 
ideA, was a lead expert looking at the current political 
system and the political legislation. in september, 
the oslo center held consultations in mongolia, and 
met with political parties and stakeholders at the 
national level as well as the regional and local level. 

based on all the information collected and analyzed, 
a report including recommendations for possible 
changes in, and strengthening of, the political party 
legislation was presented. 

Afghanistan adopted a new political law in 2010. 
An assessment made in early 2011 identified that 
political parties are still among the weakest links 
in the political system, whilst acknowledging the 
achievements so far and the potential for further 
strengthening of the parties as democratic institutions. 
the new special Advisor at the oslo center contributed 
to the assessment as an international expert.

in july the oslo center assisted a targeted program 
working with major political parties to strengthen 
their internal mechanisms of participation through 

consultation and inclusion. special attention was 
paid to party preparedness for internal elections 
and policy development, in preparation for national 
party delegate conventions. the discussions also 
included mechanisms for strengthening of inter-
institutional collaboration between political parties, 
between the parties and the parliament, as well as 
other stakeholders. 

AfghAnisTAn

mOngOliA
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As the youngest nation in the world south sudan is 
facing numerous opportunities and challenges in their 
nation building as they embark on the transformation 
and the revision of their laws and legal framework 
including the institutions and mechanisms attached.

the oslo center jointly with international ideA has 
responded in to initial requests from south sudan 
stakeholders in support to the democratic institutions 

and their legal framework. A long term democracy 
assistance program has been identified focusing on 
the reform agenda and in particular the revision of 
the interim constitution and the laws and regulations 
relevant for the political and electoral institutions, 
systems and mechanisms. this assistance program 
will be implemented in 2012 and beyond where a 
participatory and consultative constitutional review 
process will be of key importance.

the norwegian ministry of foreign Affairs is financially supporting the oslo center’s work on democracy 
support.

sOuTh suDAn

the kampala Accord was signed on 9th june 2011. 
this was followed by a road map, approved by the 
president, prime minister, speaker and heads of 
regional administrations on 7th september, for the 
ending of the transition in somalia. A new cabinet 
was tasked with the implementation of the road 
map, and was assigned 12 months for completion 
of the assignment.

in november the oslo center participated in a program 
organized by the national democratic institute 
(ndi), providing targeted assistance to the federal 
transitional government. this focused specifically 
on enhancing mechanisms for political consultations 
within the cabinet itself, as well as inter-institutional 
collaboration, in overall support for the success of 
the road map.

in addition, the oslo center has assisted with 
comparative experience in the constitutional process 
in areas linked to governance, electoral and political 
party systems. in december the center was assigned 
to be lead expert in a pre-assessment of the political 
groups and parties in order to prepare the political 
legal framework in the future political system.

the oslo center will continue to support the process 
towards democracy in somalia by continuing its close 
collaboration with local stakeholders, including the 
government, constitutional committee and political 
parties, with somali institutions as implementing 
partners.

sOmAliA
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during 2011, more has happened in burma than in 
decades before. even the most optimistic observer 
would not have expected so many changes within 
one year. hundreds of prisoners have been released, 
there is a ceasefire between the government and the 
karen minority, freedom of speech has improved, 
and at the time of writing, we know that Aung san 
suu kyi is a candidate for the by-election in April 
2012. 

At the same time, the country is far away from 
real democracy, though important steps toward 
it have been taken. the military junta still has an 
overwhelming majority in the parliament, and the 
constitution is controlled by the military. thus, it is 
more important than ever to continue focusing on 
human rights issues and the democratic process.

the oslo center has put burma in the spotlight 
several times during 2011. the main focus was 
in june, when kjell magne bondevik had the 
opportunity to visit suu kyi in her residence in 
rangoon. An oslo center staff member interviewed 

the opposition leader, and parts of the interview 
were broadcast on norwegian television. At that 
time, hardly any international journalists had 
permission to enter the country. 

on our burma journey in june, we met different 
people in the country, including formal and informal 
contacts which will be most valuable for the 
future, when we will continue our advocacy of the 
democracy agenda. 

the stefanus Alliance is financially supporting parts 
of the oslo center’s work on burma.

burmA
humAn righTs
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the oslo center is working with the norwegian helsinki 
committee and three more ngos on a project focusing 
on freedom of religion in central Asia. in 2011, the 
oslo center, together with the norwegian helsinki 
committee, held talks with representatives of the 
government of kazakhstan on the human rights 
situation, with the main focus being on freedom 
of religion. during a visit to Astana in november, 
concerns were raised regarding freedom of religion 
and other fundamental human rights in kazakhstan, 

in particular regarding the new law on religion and the 
new law on introducing Amendments and Additions, 
recently adopted by the parliament of kazakhstan in 
Autumn 2011. the center also held meetings with 
the ombudsman from kazakhstan, Askar shakirov, 
during his study visit to norway in june 2011, which 
was organized by the helsinki committee. 

the project on freedom of religion in central Asia is 
funded by the norwegian ministry of foreign Affairs.

KAzAKhsTAn
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the oslo center has developed, in co-operation 
with nobel laureate shirin ebadi and her ngo 
defenders of human rights center (dhrc), a pre-
study on juvenile executions, with the main focus 
on iran. the aim of the pre-study has been to map 
the current situation regarding juvenile executions, 
politically, legally, socially and culturally, to present 
an overview of known cases in the period 2008–
2010, and to investigate what can be done.  the pre-
study has identified a number of potential follow-up 
projects, where one of the key recommendations is 
to open up a regional perspective, focusing more 
closely on the experiences and lessons learned from 
other islamic countries in the middle east which 
also practise shari’a law. shirin ebadi initiated this 
co-operation when she visited the center in march 

2010, giving the keynote speech in the oslo center 
seminar in 2010. despite the main focus being on 
iran, the discussion and analysis of the iranian 
cases also has relevance for other countries that 
carry out juvenile executions based on shari’a law, 
such as saudi Arabia and pakistan. 

the pre-study on juvenile executions was funded by 
the norwegian ministry of foreign Affairs. 

juvenile exeCuTiOns
ChilD righTs

the oslo center is working on developing and 
expanding its work on child rights. A fact-finding 
visit to nairobi took place in december, as part of 
a process investigating what we can do within the 
field of children’s rights in kenya, a country where 
the center is heavily involved in the reform process. 
the preliminary conclusions from this fact finding 
visit were that the center will work towards the long 
term goal of establishing a close dialogue with key 
decision-makers in the new kenyan government after 

the next elections, with the aim of advocating for 
child rights within some key sectors in the kenyan 
society. besides this long term work, we will explore 
further the possibilities of co-operating with ndi 
on establishing some smaller awareness-raising 
projects on child rights with the political parties’ 
youth branches and youth politicians. 

løgestiftelsen is financially supporting the oslo 
center’s work on child rights.  

ChilD righTs in KenYA
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religion is one of several significant dimensions 
for understanding the conduct of a jewish settler 
or rage among pakistani muslims over a drawing of 
the prophet mohammed in a norwegian newspaper. 
the project on religion and development is hence 
about knowledge, not primarily about religious 
teachings and theological interpretations, but 
addresses the nexus between religion and political 
dynamics.

A political initiative
the project religion and development was launched 
as a response from the minister of development, 
erik solheim, to the challenge of taking religion 
more seriously in norwegian foreign policy. in an 
article in a norwegian newspaper, the minister 
called for increased knowledge among norwegian 
diplomats and aid workers of the religious 
dimension in contexts where norway is involved. 
moreover, he elucidated the relationship between 
solid contextual knowledge and a more effective 
development policy. in december 2010 the ministry 
of foreign Affairs selected the oslo center to carry 
out the project religion and development, starting 
from january 2011.

the aim of the project is twofold; increased 
knowledge and competences on the nexus between 
religion and development on the one hand, and 
engaged, yet nuanced, public debates on the issues 
on the other.

Three main areas
religion and development are broad notions that 
contain a wide range of issues and concerns. We 

have chosen to highlight three main areas, all vital 
parts of norwegian development policy and all 
involving a number of essential and widely debated 
issues in norwegian and international discourses:
 
•		 Religion,	conflict,	peace	and	reconciliation
•		 Religion,	democracy	and	human	rights
•		 Religion,	modernity	and	economic	growth

public  meetings
the project was publicly launched in march 2011 in 
a public meeting, with the minister of development 
attending together with the project’s reference 
group of 15 scholars, experts and practitioners. 

the first of two public meetings in 2011 was held in 
stavanger, the regional capital of the south-west of 
norway. the debate was of matters of principle and 
pinpointed the relationship between the state as a 
donor and norwegian missionary organisations’ 
roles on the ground in countries in Africa and Asia. 
the city of tromsø hosted a second meeting on a 
complex and challenging issue: religion, conflict 
and reconciliation. 

two more meetings are planned for the first six 
months of 2012, and these will cover themes 
relating to religion, human rights and democracy, 
and religion and economic growth.

At the end of the project period the oslo center will 
produce a final report with policy recommendations 
to the ministry of foreign Affairs regarding new 
approaches to religion and development.  

religiOn AnD 
DevelOpmenT
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in 2009 the oslo center worked in partnership with 
one World in dialogue (evid), religions for peace 
(rfp) and search for common ground (sfcg) to 
establish a universal code on holy sites. the project 
builds on ideas developed over several years, which 
has already resulted in the establishment of the 
trondheim code on holy sites, and a network of 
european and middle east leaders of the Abrahamic 
faiths committed to supporting it.  the working 
group, with representatives from the four partner 
organizations, decided to forge ahead in using the 
trondheim code as a basis for developing a code 
acceptable to the major world faiths. 

the overall aim of this initiative is the safe use 
by religious adherents of their sacred places 
worldwide.  outcomes to support our ambitious aim 
are: 
•	 Greater	recognition	and	respect	by	religious		
 leaders for attachments of all faiths to
 their holy sites;
•	 Improved	collaborative	actions	across	faiths	on		
 issues pertaining to holy sites;
•	 Recognition	by	a	world	legal	body	that	a		 	
 universal code on holy sites is worthy of   
 adoption, leading to a safeguarding of sacred  
 places world-wide.

After a process of consultation with experts from 
different faith traditions worldwide during 2010, a 
universal code on holy sites was finalized in early 
2011. during 2011 a number of endorsements and 
signatures to the universal code have been obtained 
from interfaith networks and religious communities:  
•	 Members	of	the	RfP	executive	committee	and		
 the World council;
•	 Council	of	Religious	Institutions	of	the	Holy		
 land;
•	 World	Sikh	Leadership;	
•	 President	of	the	All	India	Imam	Organization;
•	 President	of	the	Interfaith	Harmony	Foundation		
 of india; 
•	 Imam	Maulina	Wahiduddin	Khan;
•	 European	Council	of	Religious	Leaders;
•	 Council	of	Religious	Leaders	in	Israel;	

the African council of religious leaders is expected 
to endorse the code at the beginning of 2012.

A precondition for a successful code on holy sites is 
that it can be applied in local contexts in a manner 
that contributes to the peaceful protection of holy 
sites and adherents. thus, a pilot project is being 
implemented to evaluate the functioning of the 
code in bosnia-herzegovina (bih), an ethnically 
and religiously divided post-war society. the overall 
goal of the pilot is enhanced trust and improved 
relations across religious and ethnic communities 
in bih, while the main goal is to improve the 
protection of religious objects and holy sites in bih. 
the pilot started in november 2010 and the local 
implementing partner is the inter-religious council 
(irc) of bosnia-herzegovina, an independent ngo. 
the pilot project is being monitored and evaluated 
by a local ngo with relevant competences and local 
knowledge (nansen dialogue center in sarajevo).

the first phase of the pilot ended 31 october 2011 
has shown that there is indeed a need to respond to 
ethnically/religiously-based hate crimes in bosnia 
herzegovina. since the beginning of the project, 
56 attacks on churches, mosques and synagogues 
were reported to the irc. the secretariat 
followed up and facilitated local multi-religious 
condemnations in most of these cases, where 
most commonly, attacks were directed towards 
ethnic and religious groups constituting minorities 
in their respective community.  so far, the project 
has stimulated inter-religious contact across 
local religious communities. several indicators of 
improved protection of holy sites have also been 
identified. With the continuation of the pilot, careful 
analyses of the results achieved at the local levels 
will be undertaken.

A continuation of the pilot for a second year is being 
funded by usAid and the American embassy in 
sarajevo. 

the project ‘A universal code on holy sites’ is 
funded by the norwegian ministry of foreign Affairs.

A universAl CODe 
On hOlY siTes
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OTher 
ACTiviTies

A norwegian student, martine magnussen, was 
killed in london in march 2008.

the suspect in the case fled the uk for his home-
land yemen and has refused to return to the uk for 
investigation and a trial. there is no agreement of 
extradition between the uk and yemen.

the father of martine, mr. odd petter magnussen has 
asked the oslo center if there was anything we could 
do to ensure a voluntary return of the suspect to the 
uk.

due to good personal contacts in yemen, the oslo 
center has worked on this case over the last two 
years. meetings between the oc, the father and the 
lawyer of the suspect and with representatives of 
the government have taken place, but so far without 
results.

in accordance with yemen’s constitution, a return 
is not possible without the suspect’s personal 
acceptance.

The mArTine-CAse

the oslo center seminar in may was a great success 
with our special guests of honour: the former 
presidents of south Africa, frederik W. de klerk and 
thabo mbeki. the seminar was hosted in the oslo 
opera house. 

The OslO CenTer seminAr
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during the year, the 
oslo center hosted 
several informal  
lunch seminars on a 
broad variety of topics 
such as: 

Aung zaw, irrawaddy: 
“the current situation 
in burma - a special 
focus on exile media.” 

henrik Thune, nupi: “how to influence isolated 
regimes – does sanctions and pressure work?” 
kenyan delegation of vips and delegates from 
different political parties.

henrik syse, prio: “can there be just War, and 
can there be justice in War?”

Kristian berg harpviken, prio: “Afghanistan in a 
regional perspective.”

lunCh seminArs 

the oslo center celebrated its five first years in 
september in our new location in downtown oslo. 
After spending the five first years in a villa in the 
western part of the city, it was now time to move 
to a more central and functional location in Øvre 
slottsgate. 

neW lOCATiOn
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oslo center foundation (ocf) is a non-profit human 
rights organization that was founded in 2008 with the 
vision of bringing the peace and human rights work 
of oslo center norway (ocn) to the united states, 
and models of dialogue and democracy from the 
united states to the world. ocf is headquartered in 
minnesota, a state with norwegian roots, a legacy of 
peace and progressiveness, and a globally diverse 
population. by working with and engaging local 
organizations and communities and connecting 
these efforts to the work of the ocn, ocf operates 
as a us platform for peace-making initiatives that 
have global implications. 

ocf, as a usA department of revenue designated 
“501(c) (3) charitable organization”, also identifies 
funding sources, collects contributions, and 
maintains funds in support of the project work 
undertaken by the two organisations.  contributions 
to the us foundation are tax-deductible in the united 
states.  

for more information on activities in 2011: 
http://oslocenter.us/

bOArD members
Ambassador Thomas A. loftus
president/chairman 

Orlyn A. Kringstad 
executive vice president 

janet Dolan j.D.
treasurer 

Thomas r. hanson
us state department

stewart A. marshal iii, j.D.
Attorney

Dr. frankie shackelford
Assoc. dean, Augsburg college

robert m. skare, j.D.
Attorney

hon. john r. Tunheim
us federal judge

The OslO CenTer 
us fOunDATiOn
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sTAff

Kjell magne bondevik, president
mr. bondevik is the founder and president of the oslo center for peace and human rights. he was prime 
minister of norway 1997-2000 and 2001-2005. he has also been minister of foreign Affairs and minister of 
church and education. he was a member of the norwegian parliament 1973-2005. mr. bondevik served as 
the un secretary-general’s special envoy to the horn of Africa in 2006-2007. mr. bondevik holds the degree 
of cand.theol. and was ordained as a priest in the lutheran church of norway in 1979. 

nikolai hegertun,  project coordinator 
mr. hegertun is the project coordinator on the project “religion and development”. he has experience in 
freelance journalism and as an representative for the norwegian church Aid on the West bank. he has a 
master’s degree in peace and conflict studies from the university of oslo. his thesis analyzed the role of 
religious actors in conflict resolution. his bachelor degree is in culture and communication studies.  

Tone holme, head of Administration
ms. holme is in charge of the administration of the oslo center. she is also the president’s personal 
assistant and she organises meetings and travel. ms. holme was a secretary at the prime minister’s office 
from 1994-2007, and she has also worked at the ministry of finance and at the ministry of local government 
and regional development.   

Anne hushagen, special Advisor 
ms. hushagen is special Advisor at the oslo center. she has a master’s degree in sociology, specialising 
in international migration and ethnic relations. previously she has held different positions in the osce. ms. 
hushagen has also worked on kosovo in the norwegian ministry of foreign Affairs, on minority issues in 
the ministry of justice, as well as being Advisor and project coordinator for norwegian church Aid and the 
nansen dialogue network in kosovo.    
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håvard Kleppa, communication Advisor
mr. kleppa is the press contact at the oslo center. mr kleppa has worked as a radio and tv journalist for 
more than ten years in different national broadcasters in norway. he holds qualifications in journalism, 
social science and history.  

einar steensnæs, senior Advisor 
mr. steensnæs is the former executive director at the oslo center. from 2009 he has had a supporting 
role in different projects and represents the oslo center in some partner organisations. mr. steensnæs 
had a long career in norwegian politics and has been minister of education and research (1989-90) and 
minister of petroleum and energy (2001-2004). since 2005 he has been a member of the executive board 
of unesco, paris. 

bjarte Tørå, special Advisor
mr. tørå has more than 30 years of experience in democracy development and political party strengthening, 
working with political parties in countries such as estonia, latvia, lithuania, russia and bosnia-
herzegovina. mr. tørå joined the national democratic institute (ndi) in 2001 and directed ndi’s programs 
in kenya for 8 years. he also extended his expertise to ndi’s democracy support programs in somalia and 
south sudan. in january 2009 mr. tørå joined international ideA, serving as the head of the political party, 
participation and representation program.

ingrid vik, special Advisor
ms. vik is responsible for the “religion and development” programme at the oslo center.  ms. vik is a 
historian of religion and was previously engaged as the director of nansen dialogue. she has also worked 
in the norwegian ministry of foreign Affairs. ms. vik has been a researcher at the university of oslo, in the 
field of religion and conflicts.  

student interns at the Oslo Center in 2011: ida marie fottland, line grenheim, Andreas u. mjelva, 
espen skran, yvonne stabell, maida delic, eilif hartwig, hilde jørgensen and frantz pedersen.

staff leaving in 2011: Alf-Åge hansen, special Advisor, simon rye, executive director.
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Tove strand (norway)
chairman of the board
director of ullevål university hospital
ms. lone Dybkjær (denmark)
member of parliament, member of  the european 
parliament, minister of environment
ms. Anne hege grung (norway)
postdoctoral fellow, university of oslo
ms. Turid leirvoll (denmark)
party secretary of socialist people`s party (sf) 
in denmark.
mr. sverre lodgaard (norway)
senior research fellow of the norwegian institute of 
international Affairs (nupi).

mr. stig Olav jacobsen (norway)
investor, berg jacobsen group
ms. Tone holme (norway)
staff representative

substitute representatives:
ms. julie Christiansen (norway)
former member of parliament
ms. vigdis vevstad (norway) 
legal and policy advisor, asylum law and 
human rights

bOArD Of 
DireCTOrs 2011
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h.e. vigdis finnbogadottir (iceland)
president of the board of trustees
former president of iceland  
ms. Ann-magrit Austenå (norway)
secretary general, the norwegian organization for 
Asylum seekers (noAs)
mr. finn bergesen jr (norway)
former director general of nho (confederation of 
norwegian enterprise)
ms. helen bjørnøy (norway)
secretary general, plan norge
Dr. hans blix (sweden)
chairman of the Weapons of  mass destruction 
commission
mr. børge brende (norway)
managing director, World economic forum (Wef); 
former cabinet minister 
mr. Odd einar Dørum (norway)
former cabinet minister
mr. jan egeland (norway)
director, norwegian institute of international Affairs 
(nupi). former un under-secretary-general
mr. uffe ellemann-jensen (denmark)
former minister of foreign Affairs
mr. bjørn engesland (norway)
secretary general, 
the norwegian helsinki committee
mr. jappe erichsen (norway)
the norwegian refugee council
ms. Kjersti fløgstad (norway)
secretary general unicef norge
ms. marte gerhardsen (norway)
dnb nor
h.e. Tarja halonen (finland)
president of finland
mr. john b. hardman (usA)
executive director, the carter center
ms. Cecilie hellestveit (norway) 
researcher at the norwegian centre for 
human rights
h.e. Wim Kok (netherlands)
former prime minister of the netherlands
ms. lena larsen (norway)
scholar at the university of oslo  

h.e. paavo lipponen (finland)
former prime minister of finland
Dr. janne haaland matlary (norway)
professor at the university of oslo
Dr. Ole Danbolt mjøs (norway)
former leader of the norwegian nobel committee. 
chairman of the board of the centre for 
peace studies, university of tromsø 
ms. marit nybakk (norway)
member of parliament
mr. jan ramstad (norway)
the board of the rafto foundation
ms. elisabeth rasmusson (norway)
secretary general, norwegian refugee council
ms. Anne sender (norway)
former leader of the mosaic religious society in 
oslo
ms. Torild skogsholm (norway)
secretary general, care norway. 
former cabinet minister
ms. Kari solholm (norway)
secretary general, the united nations Association 
of norway
mr. Atle sommerfeldt (norway) 
bishop, church of norway 
ms. ingrid stange (norway)
formuesforvaltning
mr. Thorvald stoltenberg (norway)
former minister of foreign Affairs
ms. heidi sørensen (norway)
state secretary in the ministry of the environment
ms. Tuija Talvitie (finland)
crisis management initiative, executive director
ms. marit Tingelstad (norway)
former member of parliament
ms. gerd liv valla (norway) 
former leader of lo (the norwegian confederation 
of trade unions)
ms. Kari vogt (norway)
Assistant professor at the university of oslo
mr. Tom vraalsen (norway)
former Ambassador

bOArD Of 
TrusTees
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2011 2010

income

contribution 8 906 122 12 122 322 

other income 1 781 333 1 008 575

total income 10 687 456 13 130 897

cost from operAtions

compensation and social costs 7 580 211 6 766 742

depreciation 168 474 300 642

other operating expenses 4 883 568 5 957 176

total cost From operations 12 632 253 13 024 560 

proFit & loss From operations - 1 944 797 106 336

finAnCe

interest income 190 899 198 437

financial income 1 300 0 

interest expenses - 4 574 -902

financial expenses - 3 744 0 

total Finance 183 880 197 536

income anD eXpenDiture - 1 760 917 303 872

allocations

transferred to other equity - 1 760 917 303 872

total allocations - 1 760 917 303 872

inCOme 
AnD expenDiTure
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the oslo center works in partnerships to take 
advantage of the best available expertise, knowledge 
and skills to promote peace and human rights. the 
oslo center works closely with different ngos, 
institutions and organisations, and has co-operation 
agreements with: 

•	 National	Democratic	Institute	(NDI)
•	 International	IDEA
•	 Club	de	Madrid
•	 Search	for	Common	Ground
•	 Religions	for	Peace
•	 EVID	(One	World	in	Dialogue)	
•	 Defenders	of	Human	Rights	Center
•	 The	Norwegian	Helsinki	Committee
•	 Partnership	for	Change
•	 The	Oslo	Center	US	Foundation
•	 Global	Dignity	Norway
•	 Foundation	for	Dialogue	Among	Civilisations	
•	 The	University	of	Oslo
•	 Alliance	of	Civilizations
•	 The	Carter	Center
•	 Kim	Dae-jung	Library	and	Museum
•	 The	Crisis	Management	Initiative

pArTners 31.12.2011
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finAnCiAl 
suppOrTers 31.12. 2011 

the oslo center is financed through agreements 
on annual contributions from private enterprises, 
mainly for five years. these contributions have 
been given without preconditions other than those 
which follow from the oslo center’s by-laws and 
good accounting practice. our financial supporters 
are: 

main financial supporters:
•	Berg	Jacobsen	Gruppen
•	Canica	AS
•	Fokus	Bank
•	 Ivar	S.	Løges	stiftelse	
•	NorgesGruppen	ASA
•	Reitangruppen	
•	Olav	Nils	Sunde

financial supporters
•	Dag	Dvergsten
•	Eiendomsspar	AS
•	Arne	Fredly
•	Havila	Shipping	ASA	
•	 Scandic	American	Shipping	Ltd.
•	 Ellen	Ewald	and	Terje	Mikalsen
•	 Janet	Dolan	and	William	Moore
•	Rica	Hotels	ASA
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